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Hassaniya Arabic transcript: 
 

. @!?$1 أی2م یABC?$ @: ا#*?2ر ا#%2ب> ی%;:  ذوك أس45) 0/ س2'1 0*!/ ی-,+ '*(*()' ، #%$ ه�ا #!"!  ه�ا:1 إ��أة
 ، ه:)ه�و أ0%2آ?$ و 0%2ی,?$ آ1,02 أ#: J,?%A @: ذاك #%$  B0اده$ ،س$#Hج2ی5!/ 0%2ی,?$ یBF ه�اك أهE ا#!"!  

#?$  و F0(ی/ج2ی*?$ NOP0 R ی/ #�وك ا#*2س ا#و ی5F هNOP0 2 ة ه: و بB ا#E?#  1,CL أم ا#CL,1 ،یE?# BF ذاك
 $?#25SPأس :Pه;2ح،/!Oي  #40(#!/#?$ و   ذاب V2س*!*?$ ا#: 0> بO0 BA2ه;2 أ',: أس;?$?$ '"2ه$ و ب BO5Wذا . ی $%#

و FA: ا#*2س أ#: `ه: ی*�بBO إی(ام 40?2 ذوك ا#�ب2ی^ '(د ا#�ب2ی^ RS*A و LSA> و 4A(ل 0*?2 ش*Z؟ @!Z أنBاع ا#-N ة 
 2!P;@ EaA و b );O#ا c4,Aدی?$ و آ A 2?#B5d 1aآ2ب e!2 آ?!Pآ f و�آ!ggg e  ی(ی هR 2س!BSا#;%P0 1,!F اA?2 ه;2 ه

 BVONی B,aی B,ذاك #%$ و أه BL"*ی /!Lو ن2ش :";A ت ا#*2سBCA /!#أ)iPAش: و آ,?2 ی;": #5,(ا E2 ) و آ@Bو ی 
$%# .  
  *-k5 اB4#د؟ و آ!2Cش ی:س

 یBa5S ،آ!2Cش أخk!5 اB4#درات 20 نB@ 4 ذرك ا#2iWنO*2 نO*2 ه�و  أA20*2 ،ی2تیH4# Ba5S أخk!5 اB4#د؟ :1 إ��أة
ذاك p5SA 0*?$ أ#!/ آ!2Cك  ?B@2ق راسو یL4?$ #?2 ه: و زm*?$ و `ه: دی و ذوك ا#%245ی2 ا#*Bب1 ا#,B#1 أA 2*A20%2ب!^ 

  @: ا#P%5!^و یF: #%$ @: ذاك ا#*Bب1 ا#,B#1 ا#P%5!^ ذاك 
   أس$؟)'*( آZ ^!5%A E ی4*: '*:س

و q*0$ '2دو ی(ن2وأ` أ` أسA <5%2ب!^ 0*�وك ا#,Bل و 0*!/ یBCت ی*p5S ا#B0  ^!5%P`) )(آA E%5!^ '* ، ح+:إ��أة
ه�ا أس$ ... ZهB أس;و أ#: جZ!@ 2 اB4#د و BAف و BAف و ی(ری?$ ث,1 نBب2ت و ی(ی و ذوك اB4#دان ا#Hqث1 ثHثA 1%2ب!^ 

  ...O0 ggg;( و ه�ا آE02 ه�ا أس$ ،O0;( ه�ا أس$ ggg ح%*1
ج! ة و BAخa?$ ',: و`ه: A%;: ا#ECL ا#Bا#(ة ggg ذیJ ذیJ و یB;P و a5SA?$  أثHث1 ،أس$ ا#2W#^ و أس$ :2 إ��أة

 ،ا#!/ ی,O+ ثHث1و A- ص ه: ggg ه�ا و H@ $?#BSAن  ',: راس ا#Z ECLو BAخaو L4A!?2 #$ ا#ECL أH0ن1 0/ ا#,5/ 
  .ه�ا هB أخ25ر #%$.  ح+، @Hن @Hن و #(Z أس;،و یR@B #%$ ) ا#v#2q یF: '*(،اث,B' 1دان

 
 
English translation: 
 
Woman 1: The naming ceremony… it’s for naming the child. After he is born, he spends 
seven days and on the seventh day he gets named. Then the family of the child comes 
with all the materials needed for the naming ceremony like the material needed for food 
preparation, perfumes and all the… aaa… the things that will be consumed at the 
ceremony. This is it… They come to the family… aaa… of the… child… aaa… to the 
mother of the child and they would find the family ready for all their guests. They also 
have to prepare a welcome party for them; they would slaughter an animal and make 
dinner in their honor. They [the family of the father of the child] spend the night there 
and on the morning they have the naming ceremony. So, what is the naming ceremony? 
They prepare all sorts of vegetables; they skin them and cut them to make a stew from 
them, which is used with the meat from the slaughtered animals. And the number of 
animals depends… And then, guests come and they spend all day having a good time, 
alhamdulillah

1, playing their drums. Their guitars are like… aaa… these things… like 
music from a tape or radio… And the family of the child would entertain the guests until 

                                                 
1 Alhamdulillah: Thank God (literally: “Praise Allah”): An Arabic expression used in a variety of contexts, 
but most often to express thankfulness for or an awareness of grace in any good thing.  
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everyone… aaa… eats and everything. And everyone would leave for their places and the 
ceremony ends.  
S: So, how do you choose the name? 
Woman 1: What? Choosing the name? The women would take… Our mothers… We the 
younger generation don’t know how to do the name choosing but our mothers would take 
seven tesbih [a string of prayer beads] for the first round, and they would take the seven 
tesbih and give them to her [the mother] to circle them over her head like this and then 
she chooses one of them. And so, the name of the first tesbih is the one chosen.  
S: So, this means that each tesbih corresponds to a name? 
Woman 1: That is right; each tesbih corresponds to a name of a person. Then, after the 
first tesbih is chosen, then they would only have three tesbih and they do the same thing 
three times. And whoever’s name is chosen, that is the name of the child… This is a 
name of Mohamed… This is… aaa… a name of Hassana… and this is… aaa… a name 
of… aaa… Mohamed and all of that… 
Woman 2: And this one is for Saleh. They have three… She… aaa… whoever… the 
woman who is choosing the name takes the three tesbih and dips them in a bowl of milk 
and she gives them to the mother of the child, who would circle them over her head like 
this… and… aaa… she looks and chooses one… aaa… and they announce this is so-and-
so’s name and they do that three times – three rounds. The third round is when the name 
is chosen. They announce his name is so-and-so son of so-and-so… That is right… This 
is how the naming ceremony is done.  
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